## Services

| Direct Employers | • Workforce Center Compliance, Wide Distribution of Job Postings (Diversity, College, Local, and other job board systems)  
|                  | • .jobs accessible site  
|                  | • .jobs specialized sites  
|                  | • Pipeline membership, Webinars, Conference  
|                  | • PRM (Partner Relationship Management) System  
| Agency: Miller Agency | • (Paid by College) Other advertisements at substantial discount (NYC DCAS Contract)  
| Agency: Graystone | • (Paid by College) Chronicle Advertisements (Print) (NYC DCAS Contract)  
| Agency: Creative Media | • (Paid by College) New York Times Advertisements (Print) (NYC DCAS Contract)  
| Higher Education Recruitment Consortium (HERC) | • Job Postings through membership  
| | • Meetings and Webinars through membership  
| Inside Higher Education (web publication) | • All postings, plus College and Diversity pages for campuses wishing to have them.  
| Consolidated Advertisements | • Chronicle of Higher Education (Approx. Monthly)  
| LinkedIn | • CUNY Careers page  
| | • Job posting on request; candidate sourcing on request  
| | • Discounted services through our contract  
| CUNY Academic Commons | • Recruiting Network (commons.gc.cuny.edu)  